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Green bonds offer lessons for sustainable finance
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The business of underwriting sustainable environmental initiatives is sizable. Globally, green bond

issuance in 2019 exceeded $250 billion. But these evolving, innovative securities are sophisticated,

and as specialization increases, consistent methods of evaluating issues and issuers are crucial

to integrating these assets into investment portfolios. This authoritative essay by fund managers

Afsaneh Beschloss and Mina Mashayekhi sounds an important caution: While investors welcome

the growth and variety of such instruments, they should temper their enthusiasm with some

rigorous homework.

Take-Aways

• The World Bank and the European Investment Bank issued the first green bonds.

• Securities innovation and complexity are becoming hallmarks of this burgeoning marketplace.

• Investors need to verify that green bond issuers adhere to quantifiable principles.

Summary

The World Bank and the European Investment Bank issued the first green bonds. 

In the late 2000s, these global organizations took on a challenge to develop a new category of

investment instruments that would appeal to both institutional investors and environmental

groups. They produced a “bond prototype tied to environmental impact.”

“Green bonds…blazed a trail for investments that could eventually reach into trillions of
dollars in climate-related projects, including renewable energy, energy efficiency, and
ecosystem protection and restoration.”
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The market for green bonds has since thrived. From 2008 to 2018, government and institutional

bond issues to support environmentally friendly projects totaled some $521 billion, with

2019 issuance alone exceeding $250 billion.

Securities innovation and complexity are becoming hallmarks of this burgeoning
marketplace.

Structures of green securities are growing in variety and intricacy, and they

now include loans, guarantees, subordinated debt and collateralized loan obligations. The

landscape of investment projects has been broadening as well to cover a wider scope of sustainable

goals, such as biodiversity, fisheries and human immunization against diseases.

“Another major challenge, which will continue to bedevil all forms of sustainable finance,
has been to ensure that the environmental impact of green bond projects is transparent,
verifiable, measurable and compliant with international standards.”

Standards organizations, like the Climate Bond Initiative (CBI), publish rules to verify the

legitimacy of issues but lack enforcement tools. Some nonsustainable projects, like “clean coal,”

have received green financing.

Investors need to verify that green bond issuers adhere to quantifiable principles.

Setting aside bond proceeds for specific ecologically sound projects is one thing, but ensuring

that green bonds satisfy and support the needs of such endeavors according to well-established

principles is quite another. Both the CBI and the International Capital Markets Association have

promulgated widely accepted guidelines for green bond issuance, but investors need to confirm

compliance. Sustainalytics is an independent company that has reviewed close to 90% of the

5,000 issues meeting the CBI metrics, but investors still should evaluate the issuers. Analytical

rigor is essential.

“Sustainable finance may be experiencing a golden age of innovation. New securities and
investment structures are emerging with each passing year. The question is whether such
creativity is fostering a market in which risks and rates of return are fully transparent,
comparable and accessible in ways that can be consistently monetized.”

The pace of development of the green securities market raises the issue of how best to create a

straightforward marketplace in which investors can compare risk and return features and judge

whether they adhere to fiduciary guidelines. Though still relatively small, the green bond market

offers copious amounts of data for analysis. Current research shows that green bonds consistently

outperform their “brown” counterparts in “pricing, liquidity and performance.” Based on the

available evidence thus far, green issues tend not to dampen portfolio performance. In the long

term, these instruments could reduce portfolio risk, but investors need to evaluate them carefully.
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